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OO2 VO IC E-O VE R
I have been in the wood-working

trade ever since I was a young

man.   I was able to build boats

when I was eleven years old.   I had

my lathe when I was twelve years

old and that play, which was my

hobby then you might say, has

become my advocation.             (15)

I went overseas to build a sawmill

because I had supplied equipment

for some sawmills and one was near

here in Burma and I have been here

in Burma four years.         (i0 1/2)
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032 SAWMILL  WORKERS Our function is to come up with the

idea, develop the technology, train a

group of people in that technology,

help them build the machinery and then

set them off aside as a primary

cooperative to run their own affair.

(16)

046
DAVID   INSTRUCTING
LATHE OPERATOR Now I used to make special purpose

machinery for the wood-working

industry in Canada.  Oh I made toy

parts, I made diesel locomotive parts,

great big industrial transformer

parts.   At one time I was known as the

only Canadian belly button

manufacturer for teddy bears and so

with that kind of training,  I can come

to a country like Burma or other

countries where I have worked for the

U.N. and with a wide experience in a

whole multitude of areas is an ideal

training for somebody to go overseas

and help third world countries.   (32)
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068 STREET   &   RURAL  SCENES It was interesting.    This morning I

met with the Minister of

Cooperatives.  We sat down and had a

Mohinga breakfast together°  That's a

typical Burmese breakfast and we were

talk ing about cooperatives.

There are many cooperatives that make

all kinds of commodities.  There are

bicycle cooperatives, there are

co-operatives that make jam, condensed

milk, pipes for smoking, walking

stic ks.                                 ( 26 )

94 LATHE   COOPERATIVE   SEQUENCE There are sixteen cooperatives that

make furniture.  There's two

cooperatives that I know of that make

wooden toys.

At the present time they have the most

basic simple wood turning lathes but I

actually had felt, and woodturning is

my hobby, that here in Burma people

are as good a woodturner as anything I

have ever seen in the world.         (14)
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II0 TOY COOPERATIVE SEQ. Within the toy field you will have a

household whose whole function is

just to do the painting on these

little wooden dolls that they make.

Other households will accept the

responsibility of turning the wood

parts and so they all complement one

another.  They never compete with one

another and the end result is that

they are able to get some

considerably large quantity of work

going out.  We are working to improve

their quality of product, improve

some of their designs and to make it

more suitable for export because they

have saturated the local market.   (38)
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135 MONKS   &   LACQUERWARE  SEQ. Well now the lacquerware is an old

traditional craft here in Burma.

Lacquerware originally here was

designed for bowls primarily for the

monks to go around collecting food

and those !acquerware bowls are

beautiful.

153 LAC QUERWARE   COOPERATIVE When the North American and Western

tourists come in, he wants a table,

he wants boxes, he wants screens in

the lacquerware.  Well the Burmese

have had to use local materials and

they have not quite worked out the

best quality for the base.   So we are

looking at the potential of improving

their base quality and not to change

their designs or anything like that,

or the story they try to tell in the

lacquer, but just to make a better

table and a better box, so that the

finished product is a superior

pr odu ct.                          ( 52)
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175 WOODÿ MONASTERY In a country like Burma that has

abundant resources of timber and low

cost labour, to make things out of

wood is a much more rational way.   So

anything to save the country with

foreign exchange is one of our real

concerns.                              (i 3 )

191 DAVID  AT  WATERTANK
SYNCH
This is our Burmese teakwood water
tank.   Its  exactly the same kind of
tank as would be used on an old New
York skyscraper.   It's made of teak
and it's made out of a readily
avilable material in Burma - cement

and steel is in short supply and so
this is a very economical tank.

We have here a 6,000 gallon tank
sponso red by UNICEF.              (26)

208 LAMINATING WOOD
VOICE-OVER
The laminating of wood, these long

pieces of wood that we make into

beams both straight and curved,

really got its basis of development

from the wooden mosquito bomber made

in World War II.                       (12)

All in all these are old technologies

applied into Burma in a new

applica t ion.                          (7)
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230 ERECTING BUILDING This wooden laminated arch in this

particular form is a North American

development but in North America its

strictly a farm  building but here in

Burma where we do not have a snow

load problem we feel that many

applications of this building are

suitable.                        (17 1/2)

256

We can erect them very fast.  An

average building takes one to two

days to erect the frame.

Within a week we can have a building

effectively useful once the foundation

is established.                     (12)

GRAIN   STORAGE  BUILDING We have a reputation of being an

innovator.  We take not new ideas.

You hear so many people say they

invent the wheel all over again in

every country you go into.  Well we

have taken information available

throughout the world and applied it

appropriately in Burma.            (18)
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256 We are building a small rice mill

right at the other end of this

building and the rice will be

processed in that and then stored in

metal containers.                    (8)

SYNCH
274 DAVID EADIE ON CAMERA Our beams can be locally made.  Our

silos are locally made and this saves
the government foreign exchange.   And
in the cooperatives where there is a
limited amount of foreign exchange
available to the cooperative, here
they can do their own thing
themselves.                           ( i 6)

283 MACHINE   SHOP  SEQUENCE
VOICE OVER
The major part of the United Nations

Development Programme money has gone

into the machine shop.  Machine tools

in turn make wood -working tools that

make the grain storage building.   (ii)

293 DAVID EADIE ON CAMERA
SYNCH
This is our baby that we make in
Burma.  It is a finger joining
machine and basically the idea is to
join two pieces of wood together with
this joint and glue it and it makes
short pieces into long pieces.  Now
the machine is made in our shop.   It
has a tungston carbide cutter head
and air operated.

Would you start it to run?          (22)
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MACHINE SHOP SEQ.  (cont.)
VO IC E-O VER
How many aid projects do you see

where a country will supply you with

the machine.  They will supply you

the whole technology but they won Wt

give you the capacity to produce it

yourself and this project basically

produces, replicates itself without

having to worry about outside

commercial interest.                  (20)

You give the fisherman the fishing

rod and he will fish and he will feed

himself.   But you show him how to

make the fishing rod,  then he will

have all his family catching fish and

then everybody is satisfied.        (13)

343 WORKERS  AT  MACHINE One of the significant things about

the U.N. system is the fact that we

supply expertise and the training to

go along with it.  The equipment is a

small component.  The real emphasis

is getting the indigenous people, the
/

local people to do it themselves.  (21)
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I hope that I have not made too many

bad friends here, but when they look

at it in perspective when I leave

they will say  'Well, he was

difficult, impossible, but we got it

done ' .                                    (ii)

I think this might be my last job.  (2)

380 TEMPLES Having roughly thirty years in this

kind of environment, I have a lot of

ideas.    So I plan to work say a

hundred days a year or a little more

helping other societies, trouble

shoot for other projects, who would

like to have the benefit of forty

years experience, particularly in the

wood field.                         (20)
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392 DAVID EADIE AND WIFE. When we look back at it all, we have

had the most interesting life.  We

are not wealthy.  We don' t have a

house to go home to in Canada.  We

may build one when we go hone.  But

the wealth of information and

experiences we have, we can tell

funny stories, we can tell sad

stories, we can tell people what the

world is like and that's the

sat is fact ion.                        (21)
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